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DISABILITY AND PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Amanda Ayers-Hellman  Sue Kroeger  Camelia Shaheed
Lindsay Balles  Tamara Lawson  Patricia Smolko
Ashley Barkel  Carl Liaupsin, Department Head  Toni Sparks
Sheri Bauman  Kirsten Lansey  Marsha Spencer
Brian Clarke  Alexander Lynch  Michele Statthats
Leslie Decker  Stephanie Macfarland  Amanda Tashjian
Lia Falco  Renae Mayes  Adai Tefera
Lisa Furr  Melanie McKay-Cody  Sue Tillis
Jason Gervase  Lauren Meyer  Garrison Tsinajinie
Taucia Gonzalez  Holly Nelson  John Umbreit
Michael Hartley  Diana Newmark  Maria Vazquez-Low
Rebecca Hartzell  Michelle Perfect  Desiree Vega
Sunggye Hong  Vanessa Perry  Whitney Weirick
Marcela Kepic  Christina Rivera  Jennifer White
Jennifer Kirkpatrick  Janice Sammons  Jina Yoon

EDUCATIONAL POLICY STUDIES AND PRACTICE

Joonkil Ahn  Judy Marquez Kiyama
Melanie Bertrand  Whitney Mohr
Nolan Cabrera  Cynthia Mruczek
H. Meg Cota  Z Nicolazzo
Regina Deil-Amen, Associate Dean  Chi Nguyen
Dawn Demps  Moira Ozias
Taylor Enoch-Stevens  Gary Rhoades
Leslie D. Gonzales, Department Head  Karina Salazar
Heather Haeger
Ruth M. Lopez
Amanda Kraus
Jenny Lee
Jameson Lopez
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Heidi Legg Burross
Katherine Cheng
Adriana Cimetta
Ji Hong
Nicole Kersting
Ronald Marx
Elizabeth Pope
Eric Smith
Jessica Summers,
Department Head
Jonathan Tullis

TEACHING, LEARNING, & SOCIOCULTURAL STUDIES

Curtis Acosta
Alberto Arenas
Stephen Arnold
Jessica Agnew-Weil
Robert Q. Berry, III, Dean
Carol Brochin
Melody Buckner
Sanlyn Buxner
Julio Cammarota
Jill Castek
Mary Carol Combs
Judy Cooper-Wagoner
Lydia Crain
Cindy Cruz
Desiree Cueto
Ashley Domínguez
Leah Durán
Sybil Durand
Jeannette Gabaldón
Jeremy García
Nadia Granados
Kristin Gunckel
Mark Jenks
Sung Eun Jung
Donna Jurich
Suzanne Kaplan
Dorea Kleker
Sonja Lanehart
Rebecca Lopez
Patricia Moreira
Sheilah Nicholas
Maria Orozco
Richard Orozco
Matthew Ostermeyer
Ada Parra
Iliana Reyes,
Associate Dean
Roxanna Rivera Pelton
Austin Ross
Eliane Rubinstein-Avila
Christopher Sanderson
Valerie Shirley
Kathy Short
William Smith
Crystal Soltero
Jesse Stipek
Patty Stowers
Erin Turner
Maura Varley Gutierrez
Craig Wilson
Marcy Wood,
Department Head
Xingxing Wu
Leisy Wyman
David Yaden
Trina Zimmerman